
Audio that switches
automatically
With Auto Switch, Galaxy Buds FE connect to whatever 
device you are on so you don’t miss a beat.²

Pair easily with
your Galaxy
Galaxy Buds FE pair easily to your other Galaxy devices — 
just tap to connect as soon as you open the case.¹

Hear what you want,
not what you don’t
Immerse yourself in a world of sound throughout your day with 
Active Noise Cancellation, which helps minimize the distracting 
sounds in your environment.

Designed for comfort.
Shaped to fit.
Listen in comfort throughout your day with a newly redesigned 
wingtip that keeps your Buds securely in place.

Meet Galaxy Buds FE, the new audio solution that fits perfectly into your workday. The redesigned wingtip is ear-friendly with a variety of size options 
to hold your Buds in place securely and comfortably — you might even forget you’re wearing them. Whether you’re going deep on a presentation or 
taking back-to-back calls, stay locked in to your workflow while minimizing distracting noises with Active Noise Cancellation and Ambient Sound. Plus, 
Buds FE connect seamlessly with your Galaxy devices — get ready for effortless pairing from your phone to your Tab to your laptop.¹

Sound that fits your business



¹Feature only supported on mobile devices running One UI 1.0 or later and Galaxy Book Series PCs launched 2020 or later.   ²Feature supported on mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) running One UI 3.1 or later, Galaxy Book Series PCs launched 2020 or later 
and TV models launched 2022 or later. Devices must be logged in to the same Samsung account and have Bluetooth and Wi-Fi turned on. Earbuds must be paired with your phone, Tab, PC or TV at least once.   ³With ANC off, earbuds and case provide up to 30 hours 
of play time on a full charge. With ANC on, they provide up to 21 hours of play time on a full charge. Based on internal testing. Play time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds FE to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings. Actual battery 
life may vary and depend on usage conditions, settings, number of times charged, Bluetooth signal strength, and other factors. "Play time" refers to when the Galaxy Buds FE are connected to the phone, streaming music. Play time may vary based on settings. 
© 2023 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung and Samsung Galaxy Buds FE are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

Colors Graphite  White

Battery³
Play Time (ANC on / off)
     Buds: 6 hr / 9 hr
     Case: 21 hr / 30 hr

Audio Technology Active Noise Cancellation, Ambient Sound

Connectivity
Bluetooth 5.2 (BLE)
Auto Switch
SmartThings Find

Dimensions Buds: 17.3mm x 19.3mm x 22.2mm (W x H x D)
Case: 50.0mm x 27.5mm x 50.0mm (W x H x D)

Weight Buds: 5.8g
Case: 40.2g

Speaker 1 way

Microphones 3 mics (2 outer + 1 inner)

Water Resistance IPX2

Compatibility

Android: Galaxy Wearable App
iOS: Bluetooth Only
PC (Windows 10): Galaxy Buds App
Samsung TVs: 2022 Models and Higher

Voice Control Voice Assistant
Voice Wake-up

Charging Wired


